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All regular major maps of at most 19 regions are enumerated, and their 
Q-chromials given. Since each of these chromials satisfies the Birkhoff-Lewis 
conjecture, and all other maps of at most 19 regions have absolutely reducible 
configurations, these resuIts lead to the conclusion that every map of at most 
19 regions is absolutely reducible. 
In their classic paper, ‘Chromatic Polynomials” [l], G. D. Birkhoff 
and D. C. Lewis introduced a strong form of the four-color conjecture. 
If Pn+3 is a proper map with y1+ 3 regions, and P,+,(h) is the chromatic 
polynomial (or chromial), associated with Pn+3, Birkhoff and Lewis 
surmised that 
for h > 4. 
The relation S(y) < T(y) for y > 4 holds if, when S(y) and T(u) are 
expanded in powers of z = y - 4, the coefficients of S(z) are non- 
negative and not greater than the corresponding coefficients of T(z). 
If Pn+&l) satisfies the Birkhoff-Lewis conjecture, then clearly 
~,+~(4) 2 24. 
A configuration is said to be absolutely reducible if its presence in a map 
assures us that the Birkhoff-Lewis conjecture holds for the given map 
provided that it holds for all maps with fewer regions than the given map. 
Birkhoff and Lewis proved that a proper 2-ring, a proper 3-ring, and a 
quadrilateral surrounded by a proper 4-ring are absolutely reducible 
configurations. It has not been proved that a pentagon is an absolutely 
reducible configuration. 
*These results are part of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, The Johns Hopkins 
University, 1966, written under the direction of Professor D. C. Lewis, whose help 
and encouragement are gratefully acknowledged. 
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REGULAR MAJOR MAPS E33 
A regular map which contains no region with fewer %han five sides is 
called a regular major map. Regular major maps contain none of the a 
absolutely reducible configurations. 
By determining all regular major maps of fewer than 20 regions, and 
examining their chromials, it was determined that t irl&oKEewis 
conjecture holds in each case [2]. 
S&e every regular map which does not contain at feast one of the above 
absolutely reducible configurations is a regular major map, it follows that 
every map with at most 19 regions is absolutely reducible. 
Tn 1969, 6. Berman and W. T. Tutte [3] found the zeros of the chromials 
of regular major maps of at most 19 regions tabulated in the author’s 
Ph.D. thesis [2], and the chromials of certain other maps having no proper 
2-rmgs or proper 3-rings. They found that, as a general rule, these 
chromials have a zero near 1 + r, where 7 is the ‘“golden ratio” 
(1 + 1/5)/a. In October, 1970, Tutte [4] offered a theoretical explanation 
for the existence of the “golden root” near 1 i T. 
Below, we give all regular major maps of at most 19 regions, and tabulate 
their Q-chromials, Q%(U), where 
with the chromial P%(h) expanded in powers of za = X - 3. 
We used the following theorems, proved in [2], to determine the regular 
major maps of at most 19 regions: 
!. Ns regular major map with fewer than 20 regions has a 
proper 4-ring. There are two regular major maps with 20 regions which 
have a proper 4-ring. (A regular major map which has no proper 4-rings 
is called 4-regular.) 
2. If P, is a 4-regular major map, every m-gon of P, is surrounded by 
at least one proper m-ring. 
3. If P, is a 4-regular major map of n regions, the largest possible 
m-gon of P, has (n - 2)/2 sides. 
4. Let P, be a regular major map with n regions, W an m-gon of P, , 
C the proper m-ring around R. Then, if the ring CI of regions adjoining 67 
is not a proper ring, n 2 17. 
Let P, be a regular major map, M < 19, and draw P, with a region X 
on the outside. 
If R is surrounded by at least two proper rings2 P, will be called a map 
of type 8. Qtherwise, P, will be called a map of rype H. 
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A map P, will be designated with a symbol (n; a, b, c,...), where II 
represents the number of regions in the map, and a the number of 
quadrilaterals, b the number of pentagons, c the number of hexagons, 
etc., in P, . It will be noted that there will frequently be several topo- 
logically distinct maps associated with the same symbol. 
If there are p maps of type I with n regions, these maps will also be 
numbered 
n - 1, n - 2 )...) n - p. 
If there are 4 maps of type II with y1 regions, these maps will be numbered 
II - z-2 - 1, II - n - 2 ,..., II - II - 4. 
In tabulating the Q-chromials, these symbols precede the polynomials 
associated with the given maps. 
The numbers appearing inside certain regions of these maps, such as 
6,7, X,... represent the number of sides in those regions with more than 
5 sides. 
Summary 
No. of regions No. of type I maps No. of type II maps 
12 1 
13 0 
14 1 
15 1 
16 3 
17 3 1 
18 11 1 
19 20 3 
Totals 40 5 
Thus there are 45 regular major maps P, , n < 20. 
TYPE I MAPS 
12-l: u8 + 0~7 + 8~” - 14u5 + 39u4 - 42~~ + 12u2 + 8~ - 2. 
14-l: ulo + oug + 10~8 - 18~’ + 64u6 - 118~~ + 160~~ - 8W - 3u2 
+ 16u- 3 
15-l: ull + 0~10 + 11~9 - 20~s + 78~~ - 170~~ + 291u5 - 284~~ 
+ 128~~ + 18u2 - 25~ + 4 
16-l: g2 + 0~11 + 12~19 - 22~9 + 93us - 232~~ + 468~~ - 639u5 
+ 541~4 - 180~~ - 47u2 + 41~ - 6 
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16-2: a12 + Oull + l&p - 22u9 + 93us - 218u7 + 44w - 6142s 
+ 487ti4 - 144~1~ - 46u2 + 3.5~ - 5 
16-3: d2 f l&p + 12fp - 22u9 + 91us - 187&P + 37Otl” - 499u5 
+ 380244 - 93u3 - 33u2 + 26~ - 4 
17-l: 2.P + 0t.P + 13zP - 24~1~ + 1092~~ - 28%” + 6622 - AP,35u” 
+ 1315~~ - 892~~ + 204~~ + 100~~ - 60~ + 8 
17-2: &3 + &I” + 13~11 - 24~1” + 109~~ - 277~~ + 64821 - i104za6 
+ 1266~~ - 830~~ + 170~~ + 9721’ - 54~ -+ 7 
MAPS OF TYPE I 
16-1 
(16; o, 12, 4) 
6 
(16; o, 12, 4) 
17-2 
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MAPS OF TYPE I (COlZtilZUd) 
.18-4 
(18; 0, 12, 6) 
7 
la-7 
6 
18-2 
(iar o, 12, 6) 
6 
la-5 
(18: 0, 12, 6) 
7 
18-8 
(18: 0, 13, 4, 1) (18; 0, 13, 4, 1) 
6 
la-3 
(i8; 0, 12, 6) 
6 
18-6, 
(18: 0, 12, 6). 
7 
17-3: g3 + 0~13 + 13~11 - 24~~0 + 108~~ - 261~~ + 601~’ - 989~~ 
+ 1109~5 - 707~~ + 138~~ + 83u2 - 46~ + 6 
18-l: u14 + 0~13 + 14~x2 - 26~11 + 126~~~ - 343~~ + 888uS - 1776~’ 
+ 2623~6 - 2596~~ + 14342~~ - 198~~ - 192~~ + 9Ou- 11 
18-2: u14 + ou13 + l&l3 - 26~11 + 1263O - 3342~~ + 870~~ - 1721~’ 
+ 2533~~ - 2452~~ + 1296~~ - 13921~ - 184~~ + 78~ - 9 
18-3: $4 + &13 + 14~12 - 26~~1 + 126~~~ - 347~~ + 898~~ - 1814~’ 
+ 2666~~ - 2660~~ + 1522~~ - 236~~ - 1992~~ + 97~ - 12 
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18-4: ~$4 + 0~13 + 14d2 - 26u= + 126~~~ - 337~~ + 858~~ - 1695~~ 
+ 2511~~ - 2435~~ + 1298~~ - 167~8 - $76~~ + 82~ - 10 
8-5: 124 + Oz.23 + 14zP - 26zP + 126~~” - 325~~ + 850~~ - 1667~~ 
+ 2436~~ - 2300~~ + 1173~~ - 96u3 - 169~’ + 69~ - 8 
8-6: 
8-7: 
d4 + Ou13 + 14u12 - 26zP + 126d” - 322~8 + 840~~ - 1653~~ 
$- 2400~8 - 2229u5 + 1126~~ - 11 1u3 - i 63u2 f 69~ - 8 
u14 + Od3 + 14zP - 26zP + 125~8~ - 335~’ + 855~” - B66hzc7 
+ 240&P - 2362~~ + 13021~~ - 180~~ - 1752~~ + 52~ - IO 
18-10 
(18: 0, 14, 2, 2) 
19-2 19-3 
(19: 0, 12, 7) (19: 0, 12, 7) 
18-11 
(18; 0, 16, 0, 
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18-8: u14 + o&3 + 14~12 - 26ull + 125d” - 321~~ + 8082~~ - 155~’ 
+ 2238~~ - 2106~~ + 1076~~ - 1172~~ - 152~~ + 67~ - 8 
18-g: $4 + ou13 + 14~12 - 26~11 + 124~~~ - 315~’ + 794u8 - 1498u7 
+ 2083~6 - 1967u5 + 1070~~ - 139u3 - 148~~ + 67~ - 8 
18-11-J: u14 + ou13 + 1432 - 26# + 124d” - 309ug + 768~~ - 1430~’ 
+ 2034~~ - 1882~~ + 931u* - 90u3 - 133~’ + 58~ - 7 
18-11: u14 + 0~13 + 14~13 - 26~11 + 122~~~ - 266~~ + 610~4~ - 1056~~ 
+ 1464~~ - 1306~~ + 582~~ - 42u3 - 82u2 + 38~ - 5 
MAPS OF TYPE I (C0f’ZtiWd) 
19-8 
7 
19-12 
(19: Oi 13, 5, 11 
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MAPS OF TYPE I (continued) 
7 
19-19 19-20 
(I?; 0, 14, 4, 0, 1) (19; 0, 15, 2, 1, 1) 
19-l: 225 + oul* + 15223 - 2&p + 144zP - 402d0 + l140u9 - 254&d* 
+ 4522~~ - 5772~~ + 4864~~ - 2165~~ f 75u3 t 351~” 
- 129u + 14 
19-Z: Ml5 + ozp + 15u13 - 2&p + 144&l -- 409&@ f a 158&P - 2617u” 
+ 4641~’ - 5993~~ + 5152~~ - 24220~~ f 3662~~ + 372~~ 
- 149u + 17 
19-3: ~15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28ux2 + 144zP - 406~~” + 1135~~ - 25541~~ 
+ 4505~7 - 5766~6 + 4903~~ - 2272~” + 1432t3 + 352~” 
- 140~ + 16 
19-4: ~15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~12 + 144dl - 407P f 1139~~ - 2562~~ 
+ 4534~7 - 5818~~ + 4950~~ - 2290~~ + 143~~ + 356~~ 
- 141~ + 16 
19-s: p .+. ou14 + 15ul3 - 28f.p + 1442s - 404up* + 115Oz.P - 256SuS 
+ 4553~7 - 5869~~ + 4978~5 - 2239u* + 96uS + 356~~ 
- 135u i 15 
19-6: $5 + 0~1~~ + 15~~~ - 28@ + 144~~~ - 3%%8* + l@%ug - 24282~’ 
+ 4261~’ - 5364~~ + 4391u5 - 1880~~ + 332~~ + 314~’ 
- 112u + 12. 
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19-7: ,,$5 + 0~14 + 15~3 - 28ul3 + 143~11 - 397~~” + 1110~~ - 2435~~ 
+ 4200~’ - 5321~~ + 4482~~ - 2042~~ + 110~~ + 323~~ 
- 125~ + 14 
19-8: u15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~12 + 1432~ - 403d” + 1126~~ - 2493~~ 
+ 4314~7 - 5501~~ + 4710~~ - 2235u4 + 169~~ + 341~~ 
- 139~ + 16 
19-9: u15 + 0~x4 + 1533 - 281,~ + 143~11 - 394~~~ + 1082~~ - 2353~~ 
+ 4070~7 - 5110~” + 4219~~ - 1858~~ + 82u3 + 298~~ 
- 115u + 13 
19-10: ZPJ + OZP + 15u 13 - 28~1~ + 143.S - 398d” + 1100~~ - 2408~~ 
+ 4179~7 - 5281~~ + 4417~~ - 1990~~ + 105~~ + 3142~~ 
- 123~ + 14 
19-11: =15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~13 + 143~~~ - 378&O + 1043~~ - 2244~~ 
+ 3839~’ - 4666~~ + 3701~~ - 1537~~ + 12~4~ + 262~~ 
- 93u + 10 
19-12: p + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~13 + 143@ - 389d” + 1082~~ - 2340~~ 
+ 4061~’ - 5066~~ + 4127~~ - 1755~~ + 21u3 + 296~~ 
- 104u + 11 
19-13: u15 + 0~14 + 15u13 - 28~1% + 143~~1 - 386~~~ + 1070~~ - 2321~~ 
+ 3990~7 - 4947~6 + 4012~~ - 1699~~ + 25~1~ + 285~~ 
- 102u + 11 
19-14: u15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~1~ + 142~~~ - 388~~~ + 1049~’ - 2241~~ 
+ 3820~’ - 4712~~ + 38655 - 1708~~ + 77u3 + 274~~ 
- 106~ + 12 
19-15: + + 0~14 + 1533 - 28~1~ + 142@ - 378&O + 1018~~ - 2153~~ 
+ 3641~’ - 4447~” + 3536~~ - 1447~~ + 20u3 + 244~~ 
- 9ou + 10 
19-16: &5 + 0~14 + 15&3 - 28~1~ + 142&l - 376&O + 1024~’ - 2168~~ 
+ 3649~’ - 4427~~ + 3527~~ - 1504~~ + 35u3 + 252~~ 
- 92~ + 10 
19-17: u15 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~12 + 142&l - 368~~~ + lOlOu9 - 2114~~ 
+ 3534~7 - 4252~~ + 3354~~ - 1355~~ - 9~” + 232~~ 
- 82~ + 9 
19-18: $5 + 0~14 + 15~13 - 28~1~ + 141~~1 - 381d” + 1041~~ - 2184~~ 
+ 3611~’ - 4427~~ + 3686~~ - 1706~~ + 109~~ + 268~~ 
- 106~ + 12 
REGULAR MAJOR MAPS 
19-19: kc15 + ou14 + 15223 - 28P + 14221 
+ 33O$u’ - 3989u6 + 315ou5 - 1269u4 + 16u3+ 2154” - s&i t 9 
19-2Q: $5 $ 0p4 + 15@ - 2&p + 141ull - 357dO + 93222 - 1873u8 
+ 3080u7 - 3664~~ + 2827~~ - 1118~~ + 5u3 f 192u2 - 71u + f.3 
TYPE II MAPS 
HI-17-I: u13 + 0~12 + 13# - 241,~~~ + 108~~ - 259u8 + 61!%? - 1039~” 
+ 1152~8 - 686~~ + 928 + 98u2 - 39~ + 4 
MAPS OF TYPE II 
6 7 
11-17-1 11-18-l 
(17: 0, 12, 5) (18: o, I+, 2, 2: 
1) ( 
8 
11-19-3 
(19: o. 16, 0, 2s I) 
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11-18-1: 34 + 0~13 + 14u12 - 26~11 + 122~~~ - 293~” + 736z.P - 1371~’ 
+ 1868~6 - 1642~~ + 7532~~ - 22u3 - 126~~ + 42~ - 4 
11-19-l: d5 + 0~2~ + 15~ 13 - 28~12 + 142~1~ - 368d” + 1014~~ 
- 2155~s + 3670~’ - 4418~” + 3343~~ - 1203~~ - 1082~~ 
+ 236~~ - 67u + 6 
11-19-2: @ + o&* + 15~13 - 28~~~ + 139zP - 3472~~’ + 934~’ 
- 1944~8 + 3189~’ - 3643~~ + 2569~~ - 8302~~ - 122~4~ 
+ 178~~ - 47~ + 4 
11-19-3: u15 + 0~‘~ + 1% 13 - 28~1~ + 136& - 326d” + 842~~ 
- 1663~8 + 2565~~ - 2833~~ + 2038~~ - 742~~ - 49u3 
+ 148~~ - 44~ + 4 
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